Binocular Loupes
And Light Systems
Minimum Weight Maximum Quality
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Galilean

TTL

Galilean Loupes
TTL loupes are the
best choice for
personal use.
Designed to integrate ergonomics
and efficiency, these loupes enable
dentists and surgeons to work
comfortably while maintaining
ergonomic positioning of the neck and
optimal posture.
Properly selected declination angle
provides minimal forward head
posture and less strain on the neck.
Admetec TTL loupes are designed with
the optimal declination angle for your
convenience.

3.2x | Jazz Frame

Each pair
of loupes is
manufactured
according
to personal
specifications,
including
interpupillary
distance,
working distance,
and eyeglass
prescription.

Galilean
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2.5x | Jazz Frame

High quality Galilean binoculars
installed into the loupes are
extremely close to the eyes and
therefore they provide a wide
field of vision.

2.7x | Morriz of Sweden

The TTL loupes are available on
the following frames:
Jazz frame
Progear frame
Bolle frame
Morriz of Sweden
Morriz of Sweden wide

These loupes are available at
various working distances (the
distance between a clinician's
eye and a patient's mouth),
customized to each user.

3.2x | Morriz of Sweden
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Galilean

Advantages of TTL
loupes:

lightweigh

ergonomic

easy to use

manufactured
individually with a
preset declination
angle.

Working Distance

Field of View

Depth of Field

2.5x Magnification

350 | 400 | 450

105 | 120 | 135

105 | 130 | 160

2.7x Magnification

350 | 400 | 450

90 | 100 | 110

90 | 110 | 135

3.2x Magnification

350 | 400 | 450

75 | 85 | 95

60 | 75 | 90
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2.5x | Morriz of Sweden
The best choice for general dental treatment - affords
sufficient magnification, without decreasing the focal
depth, while allowing a comparatively wide field of vision.

2.7x | Morriz of Sweden
Easy to adjust to and wear all day. Developed to allow
a generous field of vision with lightweight comfort. Due
to its compact size, additional viewing space is available
above the telescope, making it easier to read charts and
consult with patients.

3.2x | Jazz Frame
Recommended for microsurgery. This higher degree of
magnification provides a more detailed, high-resolution
view of a microscopic area.

Natural vision

2.5x

2.7x

3.2x
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Prismatic

TTL

Prismatic Loupes
Admetec Surgical Prismatic loupes offer magnifications of
4.0x, 4.8x & 5.5x. These loupes are available at various
working distances, ranging from 350 to 500 mm. Ideal
for surgeons who require higher magnifications for
critical surgical procedures. The prismatic optical system
produces a highly detailed image with crisp edge-toedge clarity and precise color rendition, which is ideal for
intricate surgeries. Admetec Prismatic system's lenses are
treated with an anti-reflective coating to aid in producing

this superior image. Available on a titanium frame,
the high-definition optical system allows for extremely
clean and crisp vision. Aesthetic beauty, perfection of
design and acute visual performance, are the unique
trademarks of Admetec products. Defined by those very
same standards, our prismatic loupes are an exceptional
product that combines materials that are strong and
lightweight, so you can exercise your skills under optimal
conditions and focus solely on the task at hand.

Working Distance

Field of View

Depth of Field

4.0x Magnification

350 | 400 | 450

65 | 75 | 85

60 | 70 | 80

4.8x Magnification

350 | 400 | 450

50 | 60 | 70

50 | 60 | 70

5.5x Magnification

350 | 400 | 450

35 | 40 | 45

40 | 50 | 60

5.5x | Morriz of Sweden

Prismatic

ADMETEC

QUALITY
DESIGNED
FOR YOU
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7
4.0x | Jazz Frame

4.8x | Jazz Frame

5.5x | Morriz of Sweden wide
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Prismatic

LED Light
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HEADLIGHTS

Led Light
Illumination
Admetec surgical and
dental headlights provide
a true white light that
delivers superior brightness,
sharpness, and field depth.

NEW Butterfly Model

Admetec now offers three different headlight models: the
ORCHID, the ORCHID-F and the new BUTTERFLY model cordless light.
The ORCHID is Admetec's original headlight model, which
is remarkable for being light weight while providing a
powerful light beam.
The ORCHID-F model is the first of its kind in the global
market. This model's unique feature is the built-in yellow
anti-curing filter, which can be switched on or off easily.
A click of a button located on the battery pack is all it takes
to add or remove the filter to suit your needs. Streamlining
your work procedure to save you precious time and keep
you focused on the task is Admetec's constant goal.
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Orchid

Orchid

Orchid-F

Light intensity

60,000 lx

Light source weight

9.5 g

LED colour temperature

5750 K

Spot size diameter at 35mm

80 mm

LED operating life

50,000 hours

PowerPack run time

6 hours

Battery life time

500 recharge cycles

Charge time

2.5 hours

Both the original Orchid model and the new
Orchid-F model are lightweight headlamps that
generate a well-focused and shadow-free light.
The two models, the longstanding, the Orchid and
the Orchid-F come equipped with a digital dimmer,
a battery charge indicator, and of course, the LiIon polymer battery, to enable many hours of
uninterrupted work. Admetec PowerLight models can
be purchased with our own loupes, or can be used
with loupes of other popular brands.

Butterfly

ADMETEC
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Butterfly
Our most recent cordless LED headlamp, the
Butterfly model, provides a strong and focal white
light. ADMETEC's expert design engineers provided
a solution so that the weight of the light pack is
distributed evenly across the frame's bridge, thus
reducing the pressure on the physician's nose.

Light intensity

35,000 lx

Light source weight

23 g

LED colour temperature

5750 K

Spot size diameter at 35mm

60 mm

LED operating life

50,000 hours

Battery run time

2 hours

Battery life time

500 recharge cycles

Charge time

1 hour

Employing advanced technologies and control measures
ensures that the intensity of the light in ADMETEC's
Butterfly model remains uniform even as the battery is
being depleted.

Changing batteries and restarting the light can be
managed easily and swiftly, even during a surgical
procedure. The Butterfly model can be adjusted to the
loupes of most leading-brands.

Loupes & Butterfly

ADMETEC
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Frames

ADMETEC

Frames
Choosing the right frame for your loupes is just as important
as choosing the right magnification.
At Admetec we strive to provide you with durable,
comfortable, lightweight and fashionable frames that
will contribute to better performance. Through strategic
partnerships with new eyewear manufacturers such as
Bolle® and Progear®, we have been able to remain at the

forefront of style, comfort and performance. Each frame
has been manually selected or designed in collaboration
with our partners, to ensure that they meet our rigorous
standards for delivering products of the highest quality.

Jazz
Material | Titanium
Style | Modern
Adjustable Features | Nosepad, Temples
External Lenses Prescription available

Orange

Red

Blue

TTL Light source

Package Case
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Bolle
Material | Plastic
Style | Safety

Gun

Progear
Material | Plastic
Style | Sport
Adjustable Features | Nosepad, Temples
External Lenses Prescription available
Gray| Red

Green | White

Black

White | Blue
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Frames

Morriz of Sweden
Material | Titanium
Style | Classic
Adjustable Features | Nosepad, Temples
External Lenses Prescription available

Black

Red

Green

Blue

Morriz of Sweden wide
Material | Stainless steel
Style | Innovative
Adjustable Features | Nosepad, Temples
External Lenses Prescription available

Blue

White

Black

Gray

Package Case

ADMETEC
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ADMETEC

Carrying Case
Admetec products are delivered in a carrying case that
can be used by the customer. The case is made of soft
and lightweight material, to protect the product in general
and especially the lenses from accidental scratches.

Light source
Three original batteries
Charger
Loupes

Light source
Two original batteries
Charger
Loupes

ADMETEC
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Galilean

MARKET AND

Distribution
Armenia
Australia
Canada
Cyprus
Czech Republic
France

Greece
Hungary
India
Israel
Italy
Japan

Lithuania
Philippines
Poland
Romania
Russia
Slovakia

South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Taiwan
United States
Vietnam

Admetec Solutions Ltd
+972-4989-0747

sales@admetec.com

Admetec-Loupes & LED Light

+972-4993-5721

www.admetec.com

Bone Eliezer 5, Haifa, Israel

